Cayenne™

Elevate and open your space with thoughtfully designed, low profile metal storage on architectural legs. Created specifically for open plan, collaborative work spaces.
Cayenne storage blends beautifully with other manufacturers' benching environments.
Smart Storage

Four low height cabinet styles, intuitively-designed to answer the call for binder, filing, and personal storage. Modular stack-on and cantilever cabinets provide space delineation and sit-to-stand surface heights.

- Floating Top Supports add visual space and layered storage.
- At 4” high, our legs come in four different styles and provide improved air flow.
Cayenne Wire Management: Out of Sight, Close at Hand

Each of our four Cayenne Low Storage Cabinets are 20" deep and include an internal corridor for wire management.

Two Drawer
Wires run top-to-bottom (or bottom-to-top!) through an internal wire corridor.

Open Shelf
Wires are fully accessible inside the cabinet.

Rollout Shelf
Reach your wires via internal grommets.

Sliding Door
Safely store and charge your valuables behind a sliding door that locks both left or right.
Cayenne and IN-LINE®

Cayenne may be artfully paired with Metalworks’ IN-LINE storage as an accent or for expanded functionality.

Metalworks IN-LINE family includes laterals, pedestals, towers, lockers, storage cabinets and bookcases.

Tackable, fabric-covered screens attach underneath the work surface.

Laminate or metal tops on cabinets are a sleek 5/8” thick.
Choices to Complement Your Surroundings

A wide variety of colors, laminates, fabrics, drawer fronts, and locks are available to coordinate with your office environment. Our robust construction meets or exceeds the ANSI-BIFMA standards for durability and safety.

**Top Options**
- Metal Top
- Laminate Top
- No Top

**Drawer Fronts**
- A: Full Pull
- Q: Bar Pull
- S: Satin Nickel Pull
- Y: Black Wire Pull

**Architectural Leg Options**
- S: Round
- T: Triangle
- A: Square
- R: Rectangle
Statement of Line

Low Storage Cabinets

Two Drawer  Open Shelves  Rollout Shelf  Sliding Door

5/8” thick tops available with and without grommet

Cayenne Cushions

Cushions are 1” thick, with nonslip rubber backing

Stack-on and Cantilever Cabinets

Cabinets are non-handed, and available with metal or laminate tops

Cayenne Tower

12” Wide  12” Wide Coat Rod  12” Wide  18” Wide  18” Wide Closet & Shelves

Cayenne Work Surfaces

Work surfaces are 1¼” thick, no grommets, in ten standard sizes.

Desk Legs (27¾” high) and Floating Top Support

Round  Triangle  Square  Rectangle

Floating Top Support with tape or screws

Cayenne Accessories

Magnetic Tack Boards  Felt Drawer Liner  Magnetic Drawer Dividers  Tackable Privacy Screens
Surface Materials Shown in Photos

Cover
- Metal: KN Bright White Textured 02Z3
- Laminate: Wilsonart Skyline Walnut
- Fabric: Cogent Connect Scarlet

Page 1-2
- Metal: AS Brilliant White 0217
- Laminate: Wilsonart 5th Ave Elm
- Fabric: Luna Propeller Gemstone, Cogent Connect Scarlet

Page 3 (top)
- Metal: KN Bright White Textured 02Z3, Towers are a Custom Red.
- Laminate: Wilsonart Regimental Red
- Fabric: Luna Urban Grid Canal, Cogent Connect Coconut

Page 3 (bottom)
- Metal: KN Bright White Textured 02Z3, HM Warm Grey Neutral 0784
- Laminate: Wilsonart Regimental Red, Wilsonart Asian Sand

Page 4
- Metal: KN Bright White Textured 02Z3
- Laminate: Wilsonart Skyline Walnut
- Fabric: Luna Urban Grid Canal, Cogent Connect Coconut

Page 5
- Metal: AS Brilliant White 0217
- Laminate: Wilsonart 5th Avenue Elm

Page 7 (top)
- Metal: KN Bright White Textured 02Z3, HM Metallic Champagne 0744
- Laminate: Wilsonart Skyline Walnut
- Fabric: Luna Urban Grid Canal

Page 7 (bottom)
- Metal: KN Bright White Textured 02Z3, HM Metallic Champagne 0744
- Laminate: Wilsonart Skyline Walnut
- Fabric: Maraham Riddle Taupe, Cogent Connect Coconut

Page 8
- Metal: KN Bright White Textured 02Z3
- Laminate: Wilsonart Skyline Walnut
- Fabric: Luna Urban Grid Canal, Cogent Connect Coconut